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Written in the award-winning Incredibly Easy! style, this book presents everything the nurse and
nursing student needs to know about how drugs act and interact in the treatment of disease. The
book focuses on mechanisms of drug action; details specific drugs by pharmacologic class;
reviews the nursing process related to each drug category for all body systems, plus pain
medications, anti-infective drugs, and cancer drugs; and highlights potentially dangerous
interactions, including drug-herb interactions.This thoroughly updated Second edition includes
the most current NANDA diagnoses. New chapters cover genitourinary drugs and drugs to treat
fluid and electrolyte imbalances. Obesity drugs have been added to the gastrointestinal drugs
chapter.

“Deeply satisfying. . . I have waited my whole life for someone to write a book like Bright-sided.”—
The New York Times Book Review “A brilliant exposé of our smiley-faced culture.”—
Forbes.com “Insightful, smart, and witty. . . Ehrenreich makes important points about what
happens to those who dare to warn of the worst.”—BusinessWeek"Ehrenreich's examination of
the history of positive thinking is a tour de force of well-tempered snark, culminating in a
persuasive indictment of the bright-siders as the culprits in our current financial mess."—The
Washington Post"Bright-sided scours away the veneer of conventional wisdom with pointed
writings and reporting. . . . Helping us face the truth is Ehrenreich at her best."—The Miami
Herald “Contrarians rejoice! With a refreshingly caustic tone, Barbara Ehrenreich takes on the
relentlessly upbeat attitude many Americans demand of themselves, and more damagingly, of
others.”—USA Today “A rousing endorsement of skepticism, realism, and critical thinking.”—San
Francisco Bay Guardian “Ehrenreich delivers her indictments of the happiness industry with both
authority and wit. . . . Bright-sided offers both a welcome tonic and a call to action—and a
blessed relief from all those smiley faces.”—The Plain Dealer “Precisely crafted, hard-hitting. . .
analysis of the national mass fantasy of wishful thinking ”—The Dallas Morning
News "Relentless and persuasive. . . In a voice urgent and passionate, Ehrenreich offers us
neither extreme [between positive thinking and being a spoilsport] but instead balance: joy,
happiness, ...From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. Ehrenreich (Nickel and Dimed) delivers a
trenchant look into the burgeoning business of positive thinking. A bout with breast cancer puts
the author face to face with this new breed of frenetic positive thinking promoted by everyone
from scientists to gurus and activists. Chided for her anger and distress by doctors and fellow
cancer patients and survivors, Ehrenreich explores the insistence upon optimism as a cultural
and national trait, discovering its symbiotic relationship with American capitalism and how
poverty, obesity, unemployment and relationship problems are being marketed as obstacles that
can be overcome with the right (read: positive) mindset. Building on Max Weber's insights into



the relationship between Calvinism and capitalism, Ehrenreich sees the dark roots of positive
thinking emerging from 19th-century religious movements. Mary Baker Eddy, William James and
Norman Vincent Peale paved the path for today's secular $9.6 billion self-improvement industry
and positive psychology institutes. The author concludes by suggesting that the bungled
invasion of Iraq and current economic mess may be intricately tied to this reckless national
penchant for self-delusion and a lack of anxious vigilance, necessary to societal survival.
(Oct.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorBarbara
Ehrenreich is the bestselling author of sixteen previous books, including Nickel and Dimed, Bait
and Switch, Bright-sided, This Land Is Their Land, Dancing In The Streets and Blood Rites. A
frequent contributor to Harper's and The Nation, she has also been a columnist at The New York
Times and Time magazine. Visit Barbara Ehrenreich's website at www.BarbaraEhrenreich.com.--
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From AudioFileFans of Barbara
Ehrenreich love her not just for her concise, well-researched writing but her sly, sardonic humor.
Reading handles her latest refreshingly askance look at life in America with a nuanced,
meticulous reading that ensures listeners will miss none of Ehrenreich's acerbic humor or
commonsense look at our penchant for delusion. Whether she's taking on corporate downsizing
or mega churches, she deftly pricks the balloon of our fantasy that you just have to think positive
thoughts and that every setback is really an opportunity. There's a good reason she points out
why we need to pay attention to people warning us to stop building gas-guzzling SUV's or
having sub-prime mortgage exposure. Fortunately, Reading's skillful performance makes it all a
positive pleasure to take in. D.G. Winner of AudioFile Earphones Award © AudioFile 2009,
Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From The Washington
PostFrom The Washington Post's Book World/washingtonpost.com When Barbara Ehrenreich
was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2000, the sharp-eyed social critic found herself nearly as
discomfited by the "pink ribbon culture" surrounding the disease as by the illness itself.
Relentlessly upbeat, cloyingly inspirational, the breast cancer world, as Ehrenreich describes it,
is a place where anger, fear and depression -- all perfectly reasonable responses to a potentially
mortal diagnosis -- are frowned upon and the cancer itself is lauded as a great opportunity for
spiritual growth. In this cocoon of optimism, the prevailing opinion is that cancer is a gift, a
chance to become closer to God, to find life's true meaning. It's not a tragedy; it's a rite of
passage with an enormous upside. "What does not destroy you, to paraphrase Nietzsche,"
writes Ehrenreich, "makes you a spunkier, more evolved sort of person." Why, three centuries
after the Enlightenment, is American culture so bewitched by magical thinking, elevating feelings
and intuition and hope over preparation, information and science? Why do so many of us seem
so willing to discount reality in favor of vague wishes, dreams and secrets? And has this gospel
of good times delivered us not into a life of ease but instead into a worldwide economic
meltdown? Ehrenreich's examination of the history of positive thinking is a tour de force of well-
tempered snark, culminating in a persuasive indictment of the bright-siders as the culprits in our



current financial mess. She begins with a look at where positive thinking originated, from its
founding parents in the New Thought Movement (inventors of the law of attraction, recently
made famous in books such as "The Secret") through mid-20th-century practitioners like
Norman Vincent Peale and Dale Carnegie, to current disciples ranging from Oprah Winfrey to
the preachers of the prosperity gospel. We're not talking here about garden-variety hopefulness
or genuine happiness, but rather the philosophy that individuals create -- rather than encounter
-- their own circumstances. Crafted as a correction to Calvinism's soul-crushing pessimism,
positive thinking, in Ehrenreich's view, has become a kind of national religion, an abettor to
capitalism's crueler realities and an overcorrection every bit as anxiety-producing as the
Puritans' Calvinism ever was. Bouncing from cancer lab to motivational business meeting to
megachurch, Ehrenreich tests the theses embedded in American positive thinking and finds
them wanting. Studies proclaiming a link between a positive attitude and cancer survival, she
finds, are full of problems and discounted by most researchers. Furthermore, she points out, the
popular insistence that cheerfulness can help beat the Big C, while it can be "a great
convenience for health workers and even friends of the afflicted, who might prefer fake cheer to
complaining," leaves patients in the uncomfortable position of having to hide or deny their very
real anger and sadness, even to themselves, for fear of being complicit in their own illness. As
for the tests and formulas devised by practitioners of positive psychology, an academic field that
receives major funding from ultra-conservative groups (such as the Templeton Foundation,
which also bankrolled the Proposition 8 campaign to overturn California's same-sex marriage
law), Ehrenreich points out that the "real conservatism of [the field] lies in its attachment to the
status quo, with all its inequalities and abuses of power." Unlike scholarship that aims to
understand or ameliorate social problems, positive psychology focuses only on the individual's
attitude toward those problems, meaning it's a short skip to the point of view that happiness or
unhappiness is entirely a function of how a person feels about her circumstances. But what if
your circumstances are awful? How on Earth is one to parse the Satisfaction with Life Scale
developed by positive psychologists? Can you say "In most ways my life is close to my ideal" if
you've just been laid off, or if you face medical bankruptcy because you're uninsured? What if
you're a slave or a refugee? If all that stands between you and the good life is a positive attitude,
as positive psychology posits, then the only person you have to blame if your life isn't good is
yourself. The author deploys her sharpest tone to eviscerate the business community's embrace
of positive thinking. Offered as a sap to those facing layoffs, used as a spur to better
performance by those workers who remain (often while enduring cuts in pay and benefits) and
relied on as an excuse to ignore unpleasant inevitabilities like bubbles bursting, American
positivism reaches its giddiest and most dangerous heights in the corner office. Although our
current economic mess has complex and varied causes, Ehrenreich's aim here feels all too true.
"Recall that American corporate culture had long since abandoned the dreary rationality of
professional management for the emotional thrills of mysticism, charisma, and sudden
intuitions," Ehrenreich writes. "Pumped up by paid motivators and divinely inspired CEOs,



American business entered the midyears of the decade at a manic peak of delusional
expectations, extending to the higher levels of leadership." Gripped by "runaway positive
thinking," the markets rose and rose until reality receded into the far distance. Little wonder that
it hit so hard when we all fell. bookworld@washpost.comCopyright 2009, The Washington Post.
All Rights Reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Bookmarks
MagazineNo critic completely dismissed Ehrenreich's critique of America's "happiness" culture.
But reviewers' enthusiasm for her critique seemed to depend on their assessment of the book's
moral urgency. Several critics felt that the message of Bright-Sided was essential to readers in
the aftermath of last year's economic meltdown. But others felt that Ehrenreich's ideas, while
relevant, had been better expressed by others. They also criticized the author for "cheap shots"
and outdated research. For example, she criticizes the book Who Moved My Cheese?, which
has long been superseded by other, even sillier titles. But many readers may react like Hanna
Rosin, who wrote in the New York Times Book Review that even when she did not agree with
Ehrenreich's arguments, she felt less guilty about not sharing in our smiley :-) culture. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.IntroductionAmericans are a "positive" people. This is our reputation as well as our self-
image. We smile a lot and are oft en baffled when people from other cultures do not return the
favor. In the well-worn stereotype, we are upbeat, cheerful, optimistic, and shallow, while
foreigners are likely to be subtle, world-weary, and possibly decadent. American expatriate
writers like Henry James and James Baldwin wrestled with and occasionally reinforced this
stereotype, which I once encountered in the 1980s in the form of a remark by Soviet émigré poet
Joseph Brodsky to the effect that the problem with Americans is that they have "never known
suffering." (Apparently he didn’t know who had invented the blues.) Whether we Americans see
it as an embarrassment or a point of pride, being positive—in affect, in mood, in outlook—seems
to be engrained in our national character.Who would be churlish or disaffected enough to
challenge these happy features of the American personality? Take the business of positive
"affect," which refers to the mood we display to others through our smiles, our greetings, our
professions of confidence and optimism. Scientists have found that the mere act of smiling can
generate positive feelings within us, at least if the smile is not forced. In addition, good feelings,
as expressed through our words and smiles, seem to be contagious: "Smile and the world
smiles with you." Surely the world would be a better, happier place if we all greeted one another
warmly and stopped to coax smiles from babies—if only through the well-known social
psychological mechanism of "mood contagion." Recent studies show that happy feelings flit
easily through social networks, so that one person’s good fortune can brighten the day even for
only distantly connected others.1Furthermore, psychologists today agree that positive feelings
like gratitude, contentment, and self-confidence can actually lengthen our lives and improve our
health. Some of these claims are exaggerated, as we shall see, though positive feelings hardly
need to be justified, like exercise or vitamin supplements, as part of a healthy lifestyle. People
who report having positive feelings are more likely to participate in a rich social life, and vice



versa, and social connectedness turns out to be an important defense against depression,
which is a known risk factor for many physical illnesses. At the risk of redundancy or even
tautology, we can say that on many levels, individual and social, it is good to be "positive,"
certainly better than being withdrawn, aggrieved, or chronically sad.So I take it as a sign of
progress that, in just the last decade or so, economists have begun to show an interest in using
happiness rather than just the gross national product as a measure of an economy’s success.
Happiness is, of course, a slippery thing to measure or define. Philosophers have debated what
it is for centuries, and even if we were to define it simply as a greater frequency of positive
feelings than negative ones, when we ask people if they are happy we are asking them to arrive
at some sort of average over many moods and moments. Maybe I was upset earlier in the day
but then was cheered up by a bit of good news, so what am I really? In one well-known
psychological experiment, subjects were asked to answer a questionnaire on life satisfaction—
but only after they had performed the apparently irrelevant task of photocopying a sheet of paper
for the experimenter. For a randomly chosen half of the subjects, a dime had been left for them
to find on the copy machine. As two economists summarize the results, "Reported satisfaction
with life was raised substantially by the discovery of the coin on the copy machine—clearly not
an income effect."2In addition to the problems of measurement, there are cultural differences in
how happiness is regarded and whether it is even seen as a virtue. Some cultures, like our own,
value the positive affect that seems to signal internal happiness; others are more impressed by
seriousness, self-sacrifice, or a quiet willingness to cooperate. However hard to pin down,
though, happiness is somehow a more pertinent metric for well-being, from a humanistic
perspective, than the buzz of transactions that constitute the GDP.Surprisingly, when
psychologists undertake to measure the relative happiness of nations, they routinely find that
Americans are not, even in prosperous times and despite our vaunted positivity, very happy at
all. A recent meta-analysis of over a hundred studies of self-reported happiness worldwide found
Americans ranking only twenty-third, surpassed by the Dutch, the Danes, the Malaysians, the
Bahamians, the Austrians, and even the supposedly dour Finns.3 In another potential sign of
relative distress, Americans account for two-thirds of the global market for antidepressants,
which happen also to be the most commonly prescribed drugs in the United States. To my
knowledge, no one knows how antidepressant use affects people’s responses to happiness
surveys: do respondents report being happy because the drugs make them feel happy or do
they report being unhappy because they know they are dependent on drugs to make them feel
better? Without our heavy use of antidepressants, Americans would likely rank far lower in the
happiness rankings than we currently do.When economists attempt to rank nations more
objectively in terms of "well-being," taking into account such factors as health, environmental
sustainability, and the possibility of upward mobility, the United States does even more poorly
than it does when only the subjective state of "happiness" is measured. The Happy Planet Index,
to give just one example, locates us at 150th among the world’s nations.4How can we be so
surpassingly "positive" in self-image and stereotype without being the world’s happiest and best-



off people? The answer, I think, is that positivity is not so much our condition or our mood as it is
part of our ideology—the way we explain the world and think we ought to function within it. That
ideology is "positive thinking," by which we usually mean two things. One is the generic content
of positive thinking—that is, the positive thought itself—which can be summarized as: Things are
pretty good right now, at least if you are willing to see silver linings, make lemonade out of
lemons, etc., and things are going to get a whole lot better. This is optimism, and it is not the
same as hope. Hope is an emotion, a yearning, the experience of which is not entirely within our
control. Optimism is a cognitive stance, a conscious expectation, which presumably anyone can
develop through practice.The second thing we mean by "positive thinking" is this practice, or
discipline, of trying to think in a positive way. There is, we are told, a practical reason for
undertaking this effort: positive thinking supposedly not only makes us feel optimistic but actually
makes happy outcomes more likely. If you expect things to get better, they will. How can the
mere process of thinking do this? In the rational explanation that many psychologists would offer
today, optimism improves health, personal efficacy, confidence, and resilience, making it easier
for us to accomplish our goals. A far less rational theory also runs rampant in American ideology
—the idea that our thoughts can, in some mysterious way, directly affect the physical world.
Negative thoughts somehow produce negative outcomes, while positive thoughts realize
themselves in the form of health, prosperity, and success. For both rational and mystical
reasons, then, the effort of positive thinking is said to be well worth our time and attention,
whether this means reading the relevant books, attending seminars and speeches that offer the
appropriate mental training, or just doing the solitary work of concentration on desired outcomes
—a better job, an attractive mate, world peace.There is an anxiety, as you can see, right here in
the heart of American positive thinking. If the generic "positive thought" is correct and things are
really getting better, if the arc of the universe tends toward happiness and abundance, then why
bother with the mental effort of positive thinking? Obviously, because we do not fully believe that
things will get better on their own. The practice of positive thinking is an effort to pump up this
belief in the face of much contradictory evidence. Those who set themselves up as instructors in
the discipline of positive thinking— coaches, preachers, and gurus of various sorts—have
described this effort with terms like "self-hypnosis," "mind control," and "thought control." In
other words, it requires deliberate self-deception, including a constant effort to repress or block
out unpleasant possibilities and "negative" thoughts. The truly self-confident, or those who have
in some way made their peace with the world and their destiny within it, do not need to expend
effort censoring or otherwise controlling their thoughts. Positive thinking may be a
quintessentially American activity, associated in our minds with both individual and national
success, but it is driven by a terrible insecurity.Americans did not start out as positive thinkers—
at least the promotion of unwarranted optimism and methods to achieve it did not really find
articulation and organized form until several de cades after the founding of the republic. In the
Declaration of Independence, the founding fathers pledged to one another "our lives, our
fortunes, and our sacred honor." They knew that they had no certainty of winning a war for



independence and that they were taking a mortal risk. Just the act of signing the declaration
made them all traitors to the crown, and treason was a crime punishable by execution. Many of
them did go on to lose their lives, loved ones, and fortunes in the war. The point is, they fought
anyway. There is a vast difference between positive thinking and existential courage.Systematic
positive thinking ...--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Heather B, “Recommend for students!. Great supplemental material for pharmacology. I
appreciate the acronyms and images to assist with recalling information.”

Darknloveleh, “Darknloveleh. I highly recommend this book for Nursing Students! It takes the
drugs and breaks them down in to easy to understand text, while providing Nursing Intervions
and potential diagnoses...I wish I had this book from the beginning of my term, grades would
have been better on my first and second test! Bottom line, great book to have to help break
down Pharmacology!”

D. Zuniga, “Pharm made easy. Book was in great shape and shipped quickly. This book helps
with the understanding of the classes of medications and how they work. I was hoping a
breakdown of the meds. Just wanted to make the comment, just in case someone was looking
for this book. The rating is for the book, not the seller. The seller was great. The book wasn't
exactly what I was looking to buy, but does help with the understanding of how the drugs work.”

Laura, “Basic information Fast!. This is a very basic book that is easy to access on my Android.
Instead of carrying my pharmacology book and my drug book to clinicals, I just use my phone to
look up information that I need quickly. It will not replace a good technical drug book, but if you
need the basics fast, this is the way to go.”

Leonardo, “Pharmacology. Was looking for a textbook to help me supplement my notes in the
rotation pharmacology and this book I found very good and I really do not disappoint me,
delivery was well fast, all well packed and in good condition, would recommend 100%”

M. thixton, “Great Book and Great Series.. I like all of the Incredibly Easy! nursing books and this
one lived up to the others. I don't think that I would have passed nursing school with out the help
of these books. Must have for all nursing students!”

Kate Dingemans, “Pharmacology. Wonderful book that is easy to read and navigate! Only the
generic drug names are listed though which is it's only disadvantage, in my opinion. It's very
helpful in looking up drugs/drug classes and very easy to read. It has excellent information too.”

Victoria Kopecky, “Fun way to review. Nursing pharmacology is not an easy subject, but this
book makes it easier to understand. Small quippy pictures and a great division of headings
including the nursing process make it easy to divide the dry task of learning pharmacology.I'm
about half way through the book and I definatly remember more of this book than my dry nursing
pharmacology textbook.”



Elaine Gill, “Very good. Really loved this book, so easy to follow and made it interesting.”

The book by Barbara Ehrenreich has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 79 people have provided feedback.
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